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US Equities : Reflect Economic Optimism
• The markets wrapped up another volatile week, but a positive one, as the handoff continued from growth issues to value stocks
and those that stand to benefit from the expected expansion as the economy progresses to a post-pandemic environment.
• For the fourth week in a row, U.S. value stocks outperformed growth stocks—a short-term shift that threatens to reverse the
growth style’s run of outperformance in recent years. A value stock benchmark gained 3.2% while a growth benchmark added
2.5%; over four weeks, the value index rose 5.9% while its growth counterpart fell 5.5%.
• The moves have come amid the recent spike in bond yields, ramped-up COVID-19 vaccine rollouts and further progress on the
vaccine/therapy fronts, as well as Biden signing a fresh $1.9 trillion fiscal relief package and expectations that large infrastructure
spending bill could be on horizon.
• Nasdaq participated but it remained below all-time levels ,continued to be hampered by the spike in interest rates.
•

On the data front ,Consumer sentiment jumped amid post-pandemic optimism and wholesale price inflation continued to rise.

US Economy : History being made
• Biden's relief package should be considered as "insurance" (or automatic stabilisers) and not discretionary fiscal spending.
A lot will fall out naturally next year. That said, some elements are clearly very stimulating .
• US GDP will overshoot its pre-corona trend path in Q3 21 and stay above suggesting there are no long-lasting damages to
the economy from COVID-19 (on the contrary the support may undo some of the damages created by the last crisis).
• US GDP growth is forecast at 7.5% this year and 5.3% next year (up from 3.3% and 3.8%, respectively) and the
unemployment rate to decline below 4% in H2 21, when activity in the employment-heavy sectors returns to normal.
• The financial cycle, as captured by bond and equity market developments is very much globally synchronised, but, at

present, there is a business cycle de-synchronization between US and the rest of the world .
• Considering that the rest of the world especially Europe , after a strong but short-lived rebound in the third quarter of
2020, again slowed , a significant tightening of financial conditions would be most unwelcome.
• Unarguably ,Higher Growth , Higher yields and Higher inflation expectations – Simply put , Dollar Bullish

51 Weeks of Misery
• Initial jobless claims fell to 712K in the first week of March.
• This almost equals the post-pandemic low of 711K set in November, but still
higher than any reading before COVID, just as it has been in each of the past 51
weeks. The outturn was better than the 725K figure expected by the
consensus, however. In a nutshell, this is the least awful it has been over the
past year.
•

The pre-pandemic peak for claims was 665K, so a drop of 48K or more would
place this leading indicator back into a “normal” range, but still at an elevated
level.

• Total non-farm payrolls in the United States peaked just over a year ago in
February 2020. Despite several months of hiring, there are still 9.5 million
people out of work compared to that pre-pandemic peak.
• With vaccine distribution underway, a recovery in the hard-hit leisure and
hospitality sector should lead to a wave of hiring that will put millions of
displaced workers back on the payroll.

Supply Deluge
• December’s $900bn fiscal support package followed by the
proposed $1.9tn package, followed by a potential $3tn Build Back
Better infrastructure and Green energy plan is a lot of money going
into an economy at a time when Fed continues to buy only
$120bn of financial assets each month
• Federal deficit in the US could this (calendar) year reach USD 3.2
trillion, broadly the same as in 2020 despite vaccine progress and
the easing of lockdowns.
• With much of the plan front-loaded, assuming T-bill and deposit
drawdown from February, net note and bond issuance during
2021Q2-Q3 could reach USD2 trillion—by far the largest net
issuance in history—while bank reserves at the Fed reach record
highs.

Expect CPI at 4 %
• The weather is not the only thing beginning to warm up.

• The Consumer Price Index (CPI) rose 0.4% during February,
the strongest monthly increase since last August
• If price levels stay unchanged for the next four months the
comparison with the depressed price levels of that heavily
stressed March-May period means headline inflation is going
to rise to 2.8% y/y.
• Given rising commodity and energy prices and rising freight
costs that are still to work through to consumer prices this
takes us closer to 3%.

• Rising housing rents – which on their own account for 7.9% of
the inflation basket – and we could see inflation push above
3.5% and possibly head close to 4% by May.

Unit Labour Costs pointing to rising price pressures

Relaxed Fed and Restless Markets
• Highlight of the week ahead will be Wednesday’s Fed meeting. As the clocks move forward in North America , will Fed also

shift its stance in tandem ?
• Covid-19 hospitalizations have fallen off a cliff, millions of Americans are getting vaccinated every day and consumers have
kept spending . The yield on the 10-year Treasury has risen in recent weeks, Everyone is suddenly worried about inflation
• The new set of quarterly projections will see 2021 GDP being revised higher from the 4.2% median in December. There will
also be a lot of interest in the Fed Funds rate Dot Plots. Does the Fed 2023 Dot Plot median shift to a 25bp hike?
• Yet a largely unchanged FOMC statement and Powell press conference repeating that the Fed has a long way to go before
reducing stimulus should prevent the dollar running too far ahead. That said, it is hard to see the Fed Chairman altering his

laissez-faire comments about US just a few days ago.
• There is huge focus on whether Fed extends its US Treasury exemption from the Supplementary Leverage Ratio – due to
expire at the end of the month.

ECB : Drawing a line in the sand
• ECB Governing Council has collectively decided that recent developments in government bond markets are inconsistent
with it achieving its inflation goal. It noted that ‘based on a joint assessment of financing conditions and the inflation
outlook, the Governing Council expects purchases under the PEPP over the next quarter to be conducted at a significantly

higher pace
• The latest weekly PEPP net purchase number stood at EUR 11.9bn, while the average so far this year is EUR 12.3bn. This
compares to weekly averages of roughly EUR 25-30bn at the height of the crisis, so these seems to be considerable room for
ECB to step up purchases. The exact size of the step up over time will depend on the ECB’s success in curbing bond yields.
• It was revealed that, despite recent market turmoil, the Executive Board preferred to wait for revised staff forecasts and
policy meeting to accelerate purchases—potentially constraining policy during future market stress. Second, it now creates
“taper” risk as each quarterly projection update is accompanied by an assessment of inflation and financing conditions and
revised PEPP envelope
• Overall, it is clear that the ECB has now drawn a line in the sand in terms of curve steepening.

Euro : Under Pressure
• With US Treasury yields still near 1.60% and a big Fed event risk to come Wednesday, it is probably too soon to declare that
EUR/USD is ready to resume its rally. Covid challenges in continental Europe aren’t helping the EUR either, where rising
case numbers, slow vaccine roll-outs and doubts about the AstraZeneca vaccine are all delaying recovery hopes.
• With the turn of the year, inflation hopes have returned to the euro area and inflation expectations have risen. However, a
range of technical and idiosyncratic factors lie behind the jump in euro inflation, such as the reversal of Germany's VAT cut
and changes to HICP weights. These influences will largely fade with the turn of the year, leaving the outlook for core
inflation still muted and too low to allow the ECB to embark on policy tightening for years to come.
• German state elections to provide signals for September Federal elections. State elections in Baden-Württemberg and
Rheinland-Pfalz coming up on Sunday will be seen as a bellwether for the German federal elections in September this year
(and eventually Angela Merkel's succession race). Merkel's ruling CDU/CSU party has recently been hit by a scandal
regarding mask procurement practices and a poor showing in the state elections could spell some trouble for the party in
the coming months (especially since the CDU/CSU chancellor candidate question remains yet open).

Yield outlook
• US rates and yields to continue to tick up in H2 21 as the US recovery gains accelerated momentum , inflation expectations and real
interest rates continue to rise and markets really begin to discuss the timing of Fed QE tapering.

•

10Y US yields look set to hit 2.40 % by the end of 2021.

• The markets are likely to reprice the Fed, pricing earlier and a larger number of policy rate hikes, putting further upward pressure on 5Y
US yields. The market could well begin to speculate with a vengeance in the Fed hiking as early as 2022.

• ECB would be able to keep 10Y German yields close to current levels for the next couple of months. However, higher US yields and
expectations of reduced QE buying from ECB in 2022 are likely to push long-term European yields up from late summer. 10Y German
yields to return to positive territory at 0.1% by the end of 2021.
• The US-Germany yield spread is likely to widen to at least 200bp, making it attractive for European investors to buy US bonds, b oth FX
hedged and unhedged. That should help suppress long US yields while increasing the upside to long German yields.
• ECB's apparent tacit acceptance of higher long yields will probably add to the upside risk to long German yields in coming months.

UK: Pain before Gain
• The extent of the hit to U.K. economy from the last wave of COVID cases and associated lockdown measures was revealed last
week with the release of January GDP figures.
• U.K. economy fell 2.9% month-over-month in January, a result that had been flagged by the previously reported sharp decline in
January retail sales. Indeed, most of the economic weakness was centered in the service sector which shrank by 3.5%, while the
decline in industrial output was 1.5%. The January fall in GDP leaves the economy on course to contract in Q1 overall, with the
level of U.K. GDP in January some 3.0% below its Q4 average. U.K. government also only announced in late February a cautious
timetable for re-opening the economy over the next several months.
• Nonetheless, the economic pain in early 2021 is coming ahead of what should be economic gains later in the year. U.K. has made
progress so far, by international standards, in vaccinating its population against COVID, while household finances suggest

consumers will be in a good position to spend once the economy opens up. These are among the reasons that could dissuade BOE
from easing monetary policy further.
• BOE meets this week and should keep its policy rate at 0.10% and also keep its asset purchase target unchanged.

China : Base Effect in play
• External trade figures for January-February were upbeat, with exports for the two-month period up 60.6% year-over-year
when compared to January-February 2020.
• In contrast, confidence surveys have been mildly soft in tone, as February saw a decline manufacturing and services
indices for both the official PMI and the Caixin PMI.
• With the underlying trend perhaps difficult to discern, the market's focus might simply be on whether the retail sales and
industrial output beat the consensus forecast, as export data did.
• Consensus forecast is for retail sales to rise 32.0% year-over-year in January-February, while the forecast is for industrial
output to rise by 32.2%
• Recall that China's economy was badly affected by the COVID outbreak in Q1-2020, meaning a sharp jump in activity will
result purely from base effects. In addition, the variable timing of the Chinese New Year holiday could also add to the
volatility of the data. As such, the high figure should not be interpreted as a pick-up in Chinese growth momentum.

India : Macro concerns
• Headline CPI for the month of February 2021 came in at 5.03%. Sequentially, inflation has gone up by 20bps., mainly contributed
by the uptick in fuel prices and continued momentum in services inflation.
• The jump in February can largely be attributed to a significant rise in commodity prices over the first few months of this year. In
that context, oil prices are up around 35%, while food prices have also risen this year, following gains seen toward the end of 2020
• As one of the largest commodity importers in the world , rising commodity prices is a decisive inflationary impulse for India. As a
result, commodities make up a sizable percentage of India's inflation basket. In fact, well over 50% of India's CPI basket is
comprised of energy and agriculture commodities, the highest percentage within an inflation basket across the emerging markets.
• Urban inflation remains higher at 6.4% (vs 5.4% in Jan) whereas rural inflation picked up to 6.1%(vs 4.1% in Jan)
• On the growth front, IIP for January contracted by -1.6% against the consensus expectation of growth of 90bps. 3MMA of IIP
remains at -70bps, indicating a gradual normalization that is underway.

Nifty :Weak undertone
• Equities across the globe continued to remain buoyant throughout the
week but domestic market witnessed pressure on Friday.
• Market peaks that are accompanied by euphoric sentiment extremes

sometimes have a specific catalyst, but not always. Heightened
optimism/euphoria suggests heightened risk of a contrarian market move.
•

Historically, there have been catalyst-driven contrarian shifts in the
market’s direction; but sometimes the market simply begins to fall under
the weight of excess optimism or stretched valuations, without a specific
catalyst. Last week was one such instance ?

• The peak of the dot-com bubble in March 2000 was an example of the
latter (no specific catalyst), while the peak in stocks in February 2020 was
triggered by the mother of all catalysts—the COVID-19 pandemic.
• While inflows into direct equities is increasing, gross SIP contributions in
Feb saw a MoM decline of Rs. 495 Crs as per the AMFI data.
• Range 14450 14950 for next week .

USDINR : Triggers
• RBI has reportedly sought feedback from FX market participants on whether there is a need for an auction of dollar/rupee swaps,
in the wake of the unprecedented rise in USDINR forward premium rates in the last few months.
• The need for a buy/sell swap auction arises now as the current financial year is about to end on Mar 31, which will also be the
reporting day under the large exposure framework. In the past, forward premiums have typically risen sharply on such days.
• Indian financial system tends to witness a build-up of surplus dollars during March, which in turn exerts an upward pressure on
forward premium. RBI is therefore contemplating if it should pre-empt year-end volatility by announcing the swap auction.
• Such an announcement -as and when made - could trigger probable corporate demand for hedging FC Long term liabilities in
USDINR as had been the case in such previous episodes
• In addition, elevated commodity prices could weigh on India's current account and push the external balance back into deficit. RBI
has nowadays given up the heavy Dollar buying intervention to negate the impact of higher global commodity prices . However
heavily skewed positioning and deteriorating current account should be enough to result in gradual rupee depreciation

Bond Market : Stress Mounts
• Government bond yields ended on a mixed note. Auction result indicated that bond yields may consolidate around
present levels but the markets remain watchful for a sharp uptick in the yields in the run up to fiscal close.
• Sharply lower-than-expected cutoff price for the floating rate bond maturing in 2033 at the auction today and concerns
over the large supply of bonds and marked-to-market losses prompted markets to sell dated securities
• Actions have been focused on keeping the 10-year yield anchored even as bond yields rose in other segments. For
example, yields on 5.77%, 2030 bond and 5.79%, 2030 bond are at 6.40% and 6.53%, respectively. The 6.22%, 2035 bond
cutoff yield at 6.89% was higher than that on the 6.67%, 2050 bond, and is 66 basis points higher than the yield on the
10-year benchmark 5.85%, 2030 bond
• Since the Budget, RBI purchased nearly 964 bln rupees of bonds through OMOs and still over 600 bln rupees of gilts
were devolved on primary dealers at auctions. Higher-than-expected CPI inflation for February would weaken the case

for RBI to continue to extend the ultra-loose monetary policy for a long time., especially in this global back drop

